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This vivid 240-page biography of the great
American woodsman and explorer, Louis
Jolliet, is presented in the many aspects of
his remarkable life, and skillfully told by
the award-winning Mid-western author,
Virginia S. Eifert. Two memorial
collections of Eiferts work attest to the
brilliance of her writing skills, and that is
not lost in this book. It reads like a grand
adventure, which in real life it certainly
was. First published in 1961 and illustrated
with maps of Jolliets world, it is now back
in print here after the 50th anniversary of
its first edition.Laying the foundation of his
adventure-filled life, we see Jolliet first as a
child in frontier Quebec during the 1600s,
intent on joining the Jesuits, yet strongly
drawn to the mysterious forests and the
lure of the rivers and sea. We travel with
him on his journeys to the western reaches
of the American Great Lakes, later in his
exploration of the upper tributaries and the
main course of the Mississippi, and again
into the north Canada tundra region. On all
occasions, Jolliet was, if not THE first,
then among the very earliest white
explorers to see and write about these
places. In a lifetime spent in this region,
Jolliets unequalled familiarity with the St.
Lawrence waterway and his accurate
mapping of these important routes for
navigation matches the life that Virginia
Eifert lived as well. While Jolliet initially
discovered many of these rivers, Eifert
traveled 5,000 miles on towboats and
riverboats passionately exploring the same
region for her many books. She writes
about all these places with skillful and
sometimes rye commentary on the life and
times of the 1600s in French America
when Canada was a colony of France, but
also about the wild nature that was
America at the time.Jolliets last major
voyage is also described in detail as he
sailed along the uncharted Labrador coast,
trading with the Eskimos, recording their
language sounds in his journal and naming
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newly discovered bays and islands. The
explorers personal life receives full
attention as wellhis happy marriage and his
large family, his various commercial
interests in minerals, trapping and fishing,
and his association with many famous
Canadians of his day, particularly the great
Frontenac and even King Louis XIV in
France. But it is with the supreme
woodsman and map maker that this
beautifully written book is chiefly
interested in, and tells a good tale of
America before it was a nationand Canada
before it was a country.Hold on to your hat,
take a canoe paddle in your hands and join
Jolliet in a grand adventure.
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Marquette-Joliet Expedition - Encyclopedia of Arkansas Take a look at the life of early Canadian explorer Louis
Joliet and his 17th century journey along the Mississippi River, on . Louis Jolliet Explorer of Rivers - Eifert, Virginia
S. Louis Jolliet, explorer, cartographer, kings hydrographer, fur trader, seigneur, together with Jacques Marquette, to
travel and map the Mississippi River. Jolliet Louis Jolliet - Student Resources in Context - Gale Buy Louis Jolliet Explorer of Rivers: Read Kindle Store Reviews - . Images for Louis Jolliet - Explorer of Rivers By 1625, the people
of the Jesuit missions adopted the role of both explorers and great river Messi-Sipi to the west led to an assignment
given to Louis Jolliet. Louis Joliet Explorer of Rivers by Virginia S. Eifert Reviews Louis Jolliet (1645-1700) was a
Canadian explorer, musician, hydrographer, fur trader, and They followed the Fox and Wisconsin rivers to the
Mississippi. Louis Joliet - The Robinson Library Louis Jolliet: Explorer of Rivers. by Virginia S. Eifert. Expedition
of Marquette and Joliet, 1673 Wisconsin Historical Society The Jolliet and Marquette Expedition Missouri
State Parks Author Name Eifert, Virginia S. Title Louis Jolliet Explorer of Rivers. Binding Hardcover. Book Condition
Very Good in Fair dust jacket Jacket price-clipped, Louis Jolliet: Explorer of Rivers. by Virginia S - Indiana
University The PDF file you selected should load here if your Web browser has a PDF reader plug-in installed (for
example, a recent version of Adobe Acrobat Reader). Louis Joliet - Explorer - On May 17, 1673, Father Jacques
Marquette and fur trader Louis Joliet set out on a through the heart of North America to explore the path of the
Mississippi River. Indians had been using it for thousands of years, and Spanish explorer Marquette and Joliet
Explore the Mississippi River Life on the woodsman and explorer pictured against the background of the frontier he
and Marquette penetrated from the Great lakes to the Labrador Coast. Louis Jolliet French-Canadian explorer Apr
30, 2017 In 1672, Father Jacques Marquette and fur trader Louis Joliet were the river existed it might offer the passage
to China that many explorers of Louis Joliet, Explorer of Rivers - Virginia Louise - Google Books Buy Louis Jolliet,
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explorer of rivers on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Louis Jolliet - The Canadian Encyclopedia Joliet
unfortunately lost his account and maps of the journey in the La- chine Rapids in 1674, yet managed to re- compose
Louis Jolliet, Explorer of Rivers. Louis Jolliet: Explorer of Rivers. by Virginia S - Indiana University Feb 10, 2017
statue of Louis Joliet that stands outside the Joliet, Illinois Public Library Louis Joliet. [zhoh lyeh] co-explorer of the
Mississippi River. Jacques Marquette Jesuit explorer Louis Joliet, Explorer of Rivers - Virginia Louise Google Books Apr 17, 2013 This vivid 240-page biography of the great American woodsman and explorer, Louis
Jolliet, is presented in the many aspects of his remarkable American Journeys Background on The Mississippi
Voyage of Jolliet Life on the woodsman and explorer pictured against the background of the frontier he and Marquette
penetrated from the Great lakes to the Labrador Coast. Jacques Marquette and Louis Jolliet: Explorers of the
Mississippi - Google Books Result He founded missions in present-day Michigan and later joined explorer Louis Joliet
on an expedition to discover and map the Mississippi River. : Louis Jolliet - Explorer of Rivers eBook: Virginia
Eifert Louis Joliet Explorer of Rivers. Virginia S. Eifert. Published by Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1961.
Used Condition: Very Good Hardcover. Louis Jolliet facts, information, pictures articles Book Reviews. Louis
Jolliet: Explorer of Rivers. By Virginia S. Eifert. (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1961. Pp. xii, 242. Maps,
bibliography, index. $4.00.). France and the Americas: Culture, Politics, and History - Google Books Result Louis
Jolliet - Explorer of Rivers by Virginia S. Eifert, Larry Eifert Jul 5, 2013 Louis Joliet Explorer of Rivers has 2
ratings and 1 review. A.k. said: I liked this book for it did a good job in describing the life and times, Louis Jolliet,
explorer of rivers: Virginia Louise Snider - When he discovered the upper Mississippi River, Louis Jolliet was
convinced the explorers to turn back without having reached the mouth of the Mississippi. Native
Americans:Historic:The Illinois:History:Exploration French Canadian explorer and cartographer who, with Father
Jacques Marquette, was the first white man to traverse the Mississippi River from its confluence Louis Joliet Explorer
of Rivers by Virginia S. Eifert: Dodd, Mead and Explorers of the Mississippi Tanya Larkin. THE GREAT RIVER
SEEKERS Before Robert La Salle claimed the Mississippi Valley for France, before France sold Louis Jolliet:
Explorer of Rivers. by Virginia S - Indiana University Louis Jolliet (September 21, 1645 last seen May 1700) was a
French Canadian explorer known for his discoveries in North America. Jolliet and Jesuit Father Jacques Marquette, a
Catholic priest and missionary, were the first non-Natives to explore and map the Mississippi River in 1673. Marquette
Expedition to Mississippi River, 1673 French officials commissioned Louis Joliet and Father Marquette to explore the
region and to claim tribes living in the region, who shared calumet pipes of tobacco with the French explorers.
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